INFORMATION ON EXAM I

1. Your first exam is on **Thursday, April 21**.

2. Please bring the following items to the exam:
   
   (i) **Scantron Form No. 882-E or 882-ES** (PSU bookstore has them.)
   
   (ii) **Calculator** (Bring a simple calculator. You may not share calculators.)

   (iii) **#2 Pencil(s) and good erasers**

3. The first exam covers the following material:

   (i) **Subjects** that have been covered in lectures since the beginning of the quarter, including the lecture on Tuesday, April 19.

   (ii) In Parkin, chapters/pages indicated on Outlines #1, #2, and #3 are included in the exam (whether the content is covered in class or not).

   (iii) **Chapter questions and homework assignments** posted on my website associated with the above chapters.